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Don’t Worry 
 
Jesus taught many amazing things. If we take them to heart and live them out, it'll change 
not only our own lives but the lives of others around us. 
 
Big Idea: We don’t need to worry. God’s got it. 
 
Key Verse: Don’t worry about anything; instead, pray about everything. Tell God what 
you need, and thank him for all he has done. Then you will experience God’s peace, 
which exceeds anything we can understand. His peace will guard your hearts and minds 
as you live in Christ Jesus. | Philippians 4:6-7 (NLT) 

 
1. HANGOUT 
 
Supplies: 
• None 

 

Leader Tip: 
• Regarding clothing below, prompt the student towards 

considering modesty without forcing it. 
 
Instructions: 
a. Discuss: 

• What's the difference between "worrying" about your 
clothes and being wise with planning what you wear 
(i.e., modest, clean, or appropriate)? 

• What stories do you have from school about a time 
when someone didn't think about what they wore? 
For instance, maybe a friend wore a shirt with an 
inappropriate word on it and teachers made them 
wear the shirt inside out for the rest of the day.  

• When we worry, we often fear consequences of our 
actions. When you worry, what's the worst-case 
scenario that you imagine? Why do you think your 
brain goes there? 

 

2. HEAR 
 
Supplies:  
• Bibles 

Instructions: 
a. Discuss: 

• What do you think your friends worry about the 
most? 

• What do you think students worry about in high 
school that after high school won't be as big of a deal? 

• What kinds of things do older people worry about that 
you don't? 

b. Hand out Bibles and review Luke 12:22-34. 
c. Discuss: After reading this, what stands out to you or 

connects with you? Why? 
d. Look up and read Philippians 4:6-7.  
e. Discuss:  

• What does this passage mean to you? 
• Is not worrying about anything easier said than done? 

Why? 
• Is prayer your default mode when you worry? Why or 

why not? 
• How does gratitude help when you’re worried? 

f. Look up and read Psalm 37:5-7. 
g. Discuss: 

• Does anything in this passage stick out to you? Why?  
• How do you think it connects to Jesus? 
• How does it connect to your life? 

 
3. HUDDLE 
 
Supplies: 
• None 

Instructions: 
a. Discuss:  

• Which worries really get to you? 
• What are you worried about today or this week? 
• Is there a filter or a way to think about things that 

helps you eliminate some worries? 
• How can this group help you, pray for you, or walk 

with you? 
• What’s something you can give thanks for right now? 

b. Pray together. 
 


